
Enthusiastic Junior Full-Stack Developer with 10 months of professional

experience and 2 years of self-initiated project mastery. My personalized

portfolio website notably spotlights a diverse array of projects, e�ectively

showcasing my skills in both front-end and full-stack development. As a

proactive learner, I consistently engage with new technologies to re�ne

my coding prowess and drive innovation. My dedication to honing my

craft and my ambition to become an accomplished developer fuel my

pursuit of excellence.

Scandiweb

Enhanced the front end of the New York Times website, elevating user

engagement and experience.

Implemented new functionalities, resolved issues, and updated PWA

modules for Magento extensions, including Product Questions and

Improved Layered Navigation.

Developed a robust feature for the XsToys website, enabling the

generation of PkPass �les. Users could conveniently download or

share these �les via email.

Created an innovative PWA module for the Most Viewed Products

extension on the XsToys website, enhancing its overall functionality

and user appeal.

Strategically added new redirect rules to optimize navigation on the

Laderach website, ensuring a seamless user journey.

Skillfully debugged and resolved issues on both the frontend and

backend of the Laderach website, contributing to a smoother user

experience and improved functionality.

Riga Technical University

Attained a Bachelor's degree in Engineering Sciences of Computer

Management and Computer Science.

Successfully defended a compelling bachelor's thesis titled "Research

and application of information technologies in the development of a

system solution for the accounting of personal income and expenses"

Mastered foundational programming concepts using Java, Python, and

C++, establishing a strong coding bedrock.

Pro�ciently navigated SQL databases, gaining a comprehensive

understanding of database management.

Demonstrated practical skills by developing a dynamic JS Quiz and

game, showcasing pro�ciency in algorithmic design, including the

challenging Minimax algorithm.

SKILLS

INTERESTS

LANGUAGES

WORK EXPERIENCE

Web Developer

(10/2021 - 07/2022)

EDUCATION

Bachelor's degree, Information Technology

(09/2019 - 07/2022)
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